
From: Simon, Sean A.
Sent: 12/31/2010 11:53:24 AM
To: Allen, Meredith (/0=PG&E/OU=Corporate/cn=Recipients/cn=MEAe)

RedactedCc: Semcer,
Melissa (melissa.semcer@cpuc.ca.gov)

Bee:
Subject: RE: Potential Dates for QF Biomass Meeting 

Meredith,

We are confirmed for January 13, between 2:00 - 3:00.

As I mentioned before, I would like the meeting to cover all renewable QFs, i.e., biomass and 
then all other resources. I think that most of the information is in Hugh’s 12/10 PRG 
presentation. Can you please make sure to include these items in the agenda.

Current renewable QF portfolio by resource type

o number of contracts and capacity amount

O contract expiration dates (this can be shown graphically as total MW and/or MWh amount 
between 2010-2020)

Current pricing terms for PG&E’s renewable QFs

o Include when and how the pricing terms change, as applicable (e.g., IEP Settlement price of 
$/MWh expires August 2011)

Applicability of QF/CHP Settlement to existing Renewable QFs < 20MW

•L 2 Describe the extent to which PG&E has negotiated or discussed its proposed
pricing terms with counterparties

PG&E’s pricing proposal for renewable QFs (excluding biomass, if PG&E’s
proposal is to differentiate)

PG&E’s pricing proposal for renewable biomass QFs
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Proposed process for offering the new pricing terms

Proposed process for seeking Commission approval of the new pricing terms 
(e.g., application, tier 1, 2, 3 advice letter)

Thanks,

Sean

Scan A. Simon | Energy Division - Analyst | CA Public Utilities Commission | 3
3791 ’

http:Awww.cpuc.ca.gov/renewables

Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this e-mail is intended only for the 
use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and it may contain information that is 
privileged, confidential, and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of 
this message is not the intended recipient (or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to 
the intended recipient), you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying 
of this communication is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify us by telephone call at the number listed above.

From: Allen, Meredith [mailto:MEAe@pge.com]
Sent: Friday, December 24, 2010 11:46 AM 
To: Simon, Sean A.
Subject: RE: Potential Dates for QF Biomass Meeting

Sean,

Unfortunately that afternoon doesn't work. EP has an all afternoon meeting that day. Would 1/13 from 
2:00-3:00 work?
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I haven't seen the Covanta protest but will track it down and review. I will call you on Monday to discuss 
the agenda.

Happy holidays!

Meredith

From: Simon, Sean A. [mailto:sean.simon@cpuc.ca.gov] 
Sent: Friday, December 24, 2010 10:00 AM 
To: Allen, Meredith
Subject: RE: Potential Dates for QF Biomass Meeting

Meredith,

Unfortunately those dates don't work. How about Wednesday, January 12 between 3-4. Also, 
I would like the scope of the meeting to include all renewable QFs. Let's touch base today or 
next week to discuss the agenda.

Did you read DRA's protest to Covanta Oroville (AL 3770-E)?

Regards,

Sean

Scan A. Simon | Energy Division - Analyst | CA Public Utilities Commission | 3
3791 ’

http:Awww.cpuc.ca.gov/renewables
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Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual or 
entity to which it is addressed and it may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and/or exempt from 
disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient (or the employee or 
agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient), you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution, or copying of this communication is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify us by telephone call at the number listed above.

From: Alien, Meredith [mailto:MEAe@pge.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 23, 2010 3:57 PM 
To: Simon, Sean A.
Subject: Potential Dates for QF Biomass Meeting

Sean,

Would 1/7 at 9:30 or 1/10 at 3:30 work?

Thanks,
Meredith
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